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Abstract

The “illusory truth” effect refers to the phenomenon whereby repetition of a statement increases its 

likelihood of being judged true. This phenomenon has important implications for how we come to 

believe oft-repeated information that may be misleading or unknown. Behavioral evidence 

indicates that fluency or the subjective ease experienced while processing a statement underlies 

this effect. This suggests that illusory truth should be mediated by brain regions previously linked 

to fluency, such as the perirhinal cortex (PRC). To investigate this possibility, we scanned 

participants with fMRI while they rated the truth of unknown statements, half of which were 

presented earlier (i.e., repeated). The only brain region that showed an interaction between 

repetition and ratings of perceived truth was PRC, where activity increased with truth ratings for 

repeated, but not for new, statements. This finding supports the hypothesis that illusory truth is 

mediated by a fluency mechanism and further strengthens the link between PRC and fluency.

INTRODUCTION

Every day we encounter unknown claims that we come to accept after repeated exposure, 

such as “Vikings wore horns on their helmets,” or “The Great Wall of China is visible from 

space.” Our belief in these statements is partly due to the “illusory truth” effect (Hasher, 

Goldstein, & Toppino, 1977), where repeated statements appear more truthful than new 

statements (for a review, see Dechene, Stahl, Hansen, & Wanke, 2010). This effect has clear 

ramifications for decisions we make in our daily lives as even repetition from untrustworthy 

(Henkel & Mattson, 2011; Begg, Anas, & Farinacci, 1992) or fictional (Marsh, Meade, & 

Roediger, 2003) sources makes statements more believable; “if everybody appears to be 

saying that climate science is corrupt, or that the MMR vaccine causes autism, it takes on the 

appearance of fact” (Giles, 2010, p. 43). Consistent with this, exposure to misconceptions 

about vaccines and autism increases mistrust of vaccines, even in a sample not predisposed 

to such a viewpoint (Betsch, Renkewitz, Betsch, & Ulshöfer, 2010). Thus, how we process 

repeated information has many real-world implications for how we learn (Herzog & 

Hertwig, 2013) and can even lead to increased false memories (Zaragoza & Mitchell, 1996).

Repeated information is easier to process at both sensory (i.e., perceptual) and semantic (i.e., 

conceptual) levels (Whittlesea, 1993). Recent work suggests that this processing fluency 
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drives illusory truth, wherein ease of processing is interpreted as evidence of truth (Reber & 

Unkelbach, 2010; Reber & Schwarz, 1999; Kelley & Lindsay, 1993). Consistent with this, 

illusory truth can occur even without repetition. For example, people assign higher truth 

ratings to rhyming than nonrhyming aphorisms (McGlone & Tofighbakhsh, 2000), to 

statements in high-contrast rather than low-contrast fonts (Parks & Toth, 2006; Reber & 

Schwarz, 1999), and to statements embedded in a congruent relative to an incongruent 

context (Parks & Toth, 2006).

Beyond the illusory truth effect, fluency is thought to influence a variety of inferential 

decisions. As examples, fluent words appear more familiar (Lindsay & Kelley, 1996; Jacoby 

& Whitehouse, 1989), fluent names more famous (Jacoby, Woloshyn, & Kelley, 1989), 

fluent exemplars more frequent (Tversky & Kahneman, 1973), and fluent paintings more 

appreciated (Belke, Leder, Strobach, & Carbon, 2010). This consistency across cognitive 

tasks suggests that there is a common mechanism driving these fluency effects (e.g., 

Unkelbach & Greifeneder, 2013; Alter & Oppenheimer, 2009).

The hypothesis that fluency drives the illusory truth effect could be bolstered by 

neuroimaging evidence that regions associated with fluency are also associated with illusory 

truth. Surprisingly, the neural mechanisms underpinning the perceived truth of repeated 

claims remain largely unknown, and to our knowledge, only one fMRI study uses an illusory 

truth paradigm. Mitchell, Dodson, and Schacter (2005) exposed participants to ambiguous 

claims paired with either an explicit label (“true” or “false”) or no label. Participants later 

judged the truthfulness of these statements, as well as new ones. The fMRI analyses, 

however, focused on statements explicitly labeled as “true” or “false,” rather than the 

unlabeled statements that provided insight into illusory truth. In other words, their 

neuroimaging data address memory for sources of information (i.e., labels), rather than the 

biasing influence of repetition on evaluations of claims.

Although little is known about the neural correlates of illusory truth, several lines of 

functional neuroimaging and patient lesion research implicate the perirhinal cortex (PRC). 

First, this region subserves recognition memory and familiarity-based recognition, in 

particular (e.g., Bowles et al., 2007; for a review, see Eichenbaum, Yonelinas, & Ranganath, 

2007). Not only does PRC differentiate between objectively old and new stimuli (Henson, 

Cansino, Herron, Robb, & Rugg, 2003), but it also tracks perceived oldness or memory 

confidence (Wang, Ranganath, & Yonelinas, 2014; Danckert, Gati, Menon, & Köhler, 2007; 

Daselaar, Fleck, & Cabeza, 2006; Montaldi, Spencer, Roberts, & Mayes, 2006; Gonsalves, 

Kahn, Curran, Norman, & Wagner, 2005). Second, it is involved in semantic judgments and 

semantic memory (Bruffaerts et al., 2013; Bowles et al., 2007; Taylor, Moss, Stamatakis, & 

Tyler, 2006; Davies, Graham, Xuereb, Williams, & Hodges, 2004). Finally, PRC is critical in 

differentiating between primed (i.e., fluently processed) and unprimed semantic information 

in tasks assessing conceptual implicit memory (Wang et al., 2014; Heusser, Awipi, & 

Davachi, 2013; Voss, Federmeier, & Paller, 2012; Wang, Lazzara, Ranganath, Knight, & 

Yonelinas, 2010; O’Kane, Insler, & Wagner, 2005).

Paralleling the cognitive literature, these patient and neuroimaging data suggest a common 

fluency-related mechanism in PRC (Wang & Yonelinas, 2012; Dew & Cabeza, 2011; Henke, 
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2010). Direct evidence for this comes from our recent recognition memory study that found 

higher rates of false alarms to unstudied words that were primed with a masked conceptual 

associate, which encouraged fluent processing (Dew & Cabeza, 2013). This effect was 

linked to changes in PRC activity, raising the possibility that PRC may support other fluency 

effects, such as illusory truth. Thus, the current study investigates whether PRC is sensitive 

to repetition and perceived truth during judgments of truth, thus mediating illusory truth. 

Evidence for a mediating role of PRC would offer valuable support for the idea that a 

common mechanism supports various types of fluency-based decision-making. We tested 

this hypothesis by exposing participants to unknown claims (e.g., Eagle syndrome is caused 
by a calcified ligament), after which they rated the truthfulness of these and new statements 

in the MRI scanner. We predicted that participants would perceive repeated statements to be 

truer than new statements, with the additional novel prediction that PRC activity would 

mediate this effect.

METHODS

Participants

Thirty-one native English speakers from Duke University and the surrounding community 

participated for monetary compensation. The Duke University Institutional Review Board 

approved all procedures. Seven participants were excluded, three due to technical 

malfunctions with the scanner or testing computer and four due to issues with performance 

(two fell asleep, one had chance performance, and the fourth failed to use the entire scale). 

The final sample included 24 participants (age M = 23.17, SEM = 0.68; education M = 

15.33, SEM = 0.41; 10 women).

Materials

Materials consisted of 360 trivia statements collected from the Internet and referred to either 

unknown or known facts. For unknown facts, we created a true framing (e.g., The 
inhabitable part of the world is the toponym) and a matching false framing (e.g., The 
inhabitable part of the world is the ecumene) that referred to a plausible, but incorrect, 

alternative. Two thirds of the statements were unknown; of these items, half were true and 

the other half were false (counterbalanced across participants). Extensive piloting 

demonstrated minimal differences in truth ratings between unknown true and unknown false 

facts, regardless of their framing. As a result, we collapsed across framing in our analyses. 

The remaining one third of the items were known facts (e.g., The capital city of Spain is 
called Madrid). These statements all appeared in a true framing, and participants reliably and 

confidently rated them as true during piloting. This ceiling effect prevented their inclusion in 

our illusory truth analyses.

Design and Procedure

Following informed consent, participants completed the exposure phase. They rated 180 

trivia statements for subjective interest on a 6-point scale from 1 (very interesting) to 6 (very 
uninteresting), with the scale being reversed in half the participants. Each statement was 

presented for 4 sec, followed by a 1-sec ISI fixation. To enhance fluency and maximize 

illusory truth, participants completed this task twice.
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Participants then entered the MRI scanner to perform the truth rating phase (i.e., is this 

statement true or false) and an episodic recognition task (i.e., is this statement old or new) in 

four separate counterbalanced ABBA runs. The imaging data in the latter task is not relevant 

to the illusory truth effect and is not discussed further. In the task of interest, participants 

assigned truth ratings on a 6-point confidence scale from 1 (definitely true) to 6 (definitely 
false), with the scale being reversed in half the participants. In addition to the warning that 

they would encounter true and false statements, participants knew that some statements 

appeared earlier in the experiment (i.e., were repeated), whereas others were new. Overall, 

participants rated the truth of 60 repeated unknown, 60 new unknown, 30 repeated known, 

and 30 new known statements, divided equally across the two knowledge task runs. The 

different types of statements were intermixed, and each was presented for 5 sec with a 3-sec 

mean ISI fixation.

Image Acquisition

Images were collected on a 3-T General Electric scanner with an eight-channel head coil at 

the Duke University Brain Imaging and Analysis Center. Functional images were acquired 

using a SENSE spiral sequence (64 × 64 matrix, repetition time = 2000 msec, echo time = 

27 msec, field of view = 24 cm, flip angle = 60°) and consisted of 34 axial slices acquired in 

an interleaved fashion. Slice thickness was 3.8 mm, resulting in 3.75 × 3.75 × 3.8 mm 

voxels. Additionally, high-resolution structural images were collected using a 3-D, T1-

weighted FSPGR sequence (256 × 256 matrix, 166 slices, 1 mm isotropic voxels).

Data were preprocessed and analyzed with SPM8 (fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). After discarding 

the first three scans of each block, the functional data for each participant were slice time-

corrected, realigned, and coregistered to their respective anatomical images. The anatomical 

images were then segmented into separate gray and white matter images that were used with 

the DARTEL toolbox to create average gray and white matter templates. These templates 

were used to normalize the functional and anatomical images into MNI (Montreal 

Neuroimaging Institute) space. Lastly, the spatially normalized functional data were 

spatially smoothed with an 8-mm isotropic FWHM Gaussian filter.

Image Analysis

To investigate illusory truth, we focused our analyses on 3 (maybe false), 4 (maybe true), 

and 5 (probably true) responses to unknown statements. Participants made too few 1 

(definitely false), 2 (probably false), and 6 (definitely true) responses to include in the 

analyses. Additionally, as discussed above, known statements served as fillers and were not 

analyzed. Statistical analyses were performed in SPM8 using the general linear model. A 

high-pass filter of 128 sec and grand mean scaling were applied to the data, and serial 

correlations in the time series were accounted for using the autoregressive model (AR[1]). 

The functional data were modeled using a canonical hemodynamic response function with 

the stimulus onsets serving as event onsets. Repeated and new statements that received a 3, 

4, or 5 truth rating were modeled as conditions of interest. All other trials were modeled 

separately according to trial type. Additional covariates of no interest included the six 

motion parameters estimated during realignment, baseline and session effects, and global 
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mean and motion outliers obtained from the Artifact Detection Toolbox (nitrc.org/projects/

artifact_detect).

Analyses were conducted using an uncorrected threshold of p < .001 and a cluster size (cs) 

of no less than 10 contiguous voxels (Lieberman & Cunningham, 2009). To assess illusory 

truth, we conducted a 2 (repetition: repeated, new) × 3 (perceived truth: 3, 4, 5) ANOVA in a 

second-level random-effects analysis. The primary contrast was an F-contrast of the 

interaction between repetition and perceived truth. We also highlight the main effects of 

repetition and perceived truth in the results, and these t contrasts were exclusively masked by 

the interaction contrast described above (p < .05 uncorrected). Lastly, to assess within-

participant (i.e., trial-by-trial) correlations between neural activity and behavioral responses, 

each trial was modeled in a separate model, yielding different beta values for each trial and 

each participant using the LSS approach (Mumford, Turner, Ashby, & Poldrack, 2012). For 

each individual, beta values from the seed cluster of interest were z-scored and entered into 

ordered logistic regression analyses using the behavioral response on each trial as the ordinal 

dependent variable. Mean standardized coefficients for repeated and new statements were 

then submitted to t tests (p < .05) for analyses.

RESULTS

Behavioral Results

Consistent with the illusory truth effect, participants assigned higher truth ratings to repeated 

(M = 4.07, SEM = 0.08) than new (M = 3.80, SEM = 0.08) statements (t(23) = 3.30, p = .

004, Cohen’s d = 0.73). In addition, participants responded significantly faster to repeated 

(M = 3567 msec, SEM = 99 msec) than new (M = 4242 msec,SEM = 111 msec) statements 

(t(23) = −12.66, p < .001, d = 1.28). These patterns remain consistent when we restricted our 

analyses to 3 (maybe false), 4 (maybe true), and 5 (probably true) responses (excluding 12% 

of repeated unknown and 11% of new unknown statements), the bins used in the fMRI 

analyses. Critically, participants assigned higher truth ratings to repeated (M = 4.03, SEM = 

0.04) than new (M = 3.80, SEM = 0.08) statements (t(23) = 4.99, p < .001; d = 0.66); in 

addition, they responded more quickly to repeated (M = 3619 msec, SEM = 107 msec) than 

to new (M = 4234 msec, SEM = 110 msec) statements (F(1, 23) = 79.01, p < .001; ) 

in each response bin (ts(23) > −4.06, ps < .001; ds > 0.86).

Imaging Results

First we examined which brain regions were sensitive to repetition. Consistent with the 

fMRI literature on involuntary memory (Hall et al., 2014; Habib & Nyberg, 2008), several 

parietal and posterior midline components of the episodic retrieval network exhibited greater 

activity for repeated relative to new statements regardless of truth (see Table 1), even though 

participants were not instructed to discriminate between repeated and new statements. No 

suprathreshold clusters exhibited greater activity for new relative to repeated statements. 

Second, we examined which regions were sensitive to perceived truth. One cluster in the 

right occipital fusiform cortex (Z = 3.39; x = 38, y = −68, z = −15; cs = 12) exhibited greater 

activity as a function of decreasing perceived truth, possibly reflecting greater visual 
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(reading) attention to statements that seemed ambiguous. No suprathreshold clusters 

exhibited increasing activity as a function of increasing perceived truth.

Most importantly, we targeted the neural correlates of illusory truth by examining the 

interaction between repetition and perceived truth. That is, we tested for activity changes 

across response bins (3, 4, 5) that differed between repeated and new statements. As 

illustrated in Figure 1A, this F-contrast yielded only one suprathreshold cluster in the whole 

brain. Consistent with our expectations, this cluster was in PRC (Z = 3.91; x = −22, y = −19, 

z = −30; cs = 10) and survived correction for multiple comparisons within a PRC mask.1 A 

post hoc analysis indicated that there was a significant positive linear trend (F(1, 23) = 5.81, 

p = .024; ) for repeated statements (i.e., increasing activity as a function of perceived 

truth) and a significant negative linear trend (F(1, 23) = 8.25, p = .009; ) for new 

statements (see Figure 1B). The crossover interaction between these two linear trends was 

significant (F(1, 23) = 9.19, p = .006; ). To confirm the linearity of these effects, we 

tested for quadratic trends and found that they were all nonsignificant (repeated statements, 

new statements, and interaction: all Fs < 1).

Our previous contrast identifying PRC showed activity changes that occurred with different 

truth ratings on average (i.e., collapsing across trials within a given bin). In addition, we 

were interested in whether trial-by-trial judgments of truth were associated with concurrent 

changes in PRC activity. We extracted mean parameter estimates from the PRC cluster 

described above for each individual trial in each individual participant. Separate regressions 

were then conducted for repeated and new statements for each participant, with these 

parameter estimates as the dependent variable. As illustrated in Figure 2, this analysis 

offered converging results; increases in trial-by-trial PRC activity predicted increases in the 

perceived truth of repeated statements (β = 0.08, SEM = 0.03; t(23) = 2.73, p = .012; d = 

0.56), whereas decreases in PRC activity predicted increases in the perceived truth of new 

statements (β = −0.05, SEM = 0.02; t(23) = −1.95, p = .063; d = 0.40). Additionally, the 

difference between these two conditions was statistically significant (t(23) = 3.19, p = .004; 

d = 0.99).On the other hand, PRC activity neither positively nor negatively predicted truth 

when collapsing across repeated and new statements (β = 0.02, SEM = 0.02; t(23) = 1.17, p 
> .250).

DISCUSSION

The present work is one of the first to illuminate the neural correlates of illusory truth, a 

well-documented effect in the cognitive and social psychology literatures (Dechene et al., 

2010). Our findings corroborate a fluency account of illusory truth and contribute to a larger 

literature implicating PRC in fluency-based inferences. The behavioral data replicate 

previous findings, with repeated statements receiving higher truth ratings than new 

statements. In addition, the neuroimaging analyses indicate that activity in PRC mediated 

illusory truth. Specifically, activity increased as a function of perceived truth of repeated 

1The entire cluster fell within an anterior parahippocampal mask derived from the Harvard–Oxford Cortical Structural Atlas 
(fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl) and, using 3dClustSim (afni.nimh.nih.gov/afni), survived correction for multiple comparisons (p < .05) within 
this mask using a voxel-wide threshold of p < .001 and a cs of no less than six contiguous voxels.
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(i.e., fluent) statements but decreased as a function of perceived truth of new statements. 

Moreover, an analysis of trial-by-trial activity revealed a similar effect: PRC activity 

positively predicted perceived truth of repeated statements and negatively predicted 

perceived truth of new statements.

Previous imaging work shows that PRC is related to both familiarity- and semantic-based 

memory retrieval. PRC not only exhibits activity changes in response to repetition during 

explicit recognition (Henson et al., 2003) and conceptual priming (Wang et al., 2014; 

Heusser et al., 2013; Voss et al., 2012; O’Kane et al., 2005) but also exhibits activity changes 

as a function of the memory strength or familiarity of items during item recognition, often 

irrespective of its actual old/new status (Wang et al., 2014; Danckert et al., 2007; Daselaar et 

al., 2006; Montaldi et al., 2006; Gonsalves et al., 2005). These data accord with the notion 

that a common neural mechanism support fluency-based mnemonic decisions (Wang & 

Yonelinas, 2012; Dew & Cabeza, 2011; Henke, 2010) and also complement cognitive 

proposals positing that a common mechanism can explain fluency effects across judgment 

tasks (Unkelbach & Greifeneder, 2013; Alter & Oppenheimer, 2009). Consistent with this 

notion, a recent study examining how masked conceptual priming influences recognition 

judgments and PRC activity demonstrated that the effects of repetition on PRC during 

mnemonic tasks may be mediated by fluency (Dew & Cabeza, 2013).

The current study extends previous work by illuminating the effect of fluency on PRC 

activity in a non-mnemonic task. Our results accord with Dew and Cabeza (2013) in 

suggesting that PRC activity changes may not only index episodic memory, but also fluency. 

That is, we did not observe a main effect of repetition in PRC, but rather an interaction 

between repetition and truth ratings: Activity increased as a function of perceived truth for 

repeated statements and decreased as a function of perceived truth for new statements. 

Although this interaction is not directly comparable to existing studies reporting a main 

effect of repetition or fluency, it accords with evidence of PRC activity increases for 

repeated stimuli during the implicit retrieval of novel semantic associations (Reber, 

Luechinger, Boesiger, & Henke, 2014; Henke et al., 2003) and during the perceptual 

discrimination of unfamiliar faces (Mundy, Downing, Dwyer, Honey, & Graham, 2013).

However, the direction of the effects in this study diverge from the more common finding of 

PRC activity reductions during fluent processing (e.g., familiarity or conceptual priming), 

including the pattern reported by Dew and Cabeza (2013). Rather, our result are consistent 

with evidence of repetition-related activity increases in ventral temporal regions for 

unfamiliar or novel stimuli (Gagnepain et al., 2008; Soldan, Zarahn, Hilton, & Stern, 2008; 

Fiebach, Gruber, & Supp, 2005; Henson, 2001; Henson, Shallice, & Dolan, 2000). Henson 

(2003) suggests that this repetition enhancement of repeated unfamiliar (i.e., unknown) 

stimuli—in contrast to the more commonly observed repetition suppression of repeated 

familiar stimuli (e.g., objects, words, famous faces)—reflects additional processing of novel 

components of the unknown stimulus that did not occur during its initial encoding (e.g., 

fluent semantic retrieval). This interpretation is consistent with the finding of PRC 

activations during the fluent processing of novel semantic associations (Reber et al., 2014; 

Henke et al., 2003) and unfamiliar faces (Mundy et al., 2013) and is also consistent within 

the context of our study: Participants lacked knowledge about the statements (i.e., no 
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previous representations existed) and, critically, were not required to assess truth during the 

initial exposure phase. Thus, activity increases as a function of perceived truth for repeated 

statements may reflect the fluent semantic processing of these newly created representations. 

On the other hand, PRC activity decreased as a function of perceived truth for new 

statements, perhaps reflecting semantic fluency (Kuperberg, Sitnikova, & Lakshmanan, 

2008; Rossell, Price, & Nobre, 2003) and/or incidental encoding of new statements whose 

veracity seemed uncertain.

As mentioned earlier, repetition uniquely induces both perceptual and conceptual fluency. 

Previous work indicates that conceptual fluency leads to a greater illusory truth effect 

compared with perceptual fluency (Parks & Toth, 2006), that PRC activity changes are 

related to conceptual fluency (Wang et al., 2014; Dew & Cabeza, 2013; Heusser et al., 2013; 

Voss et al., 2012; O’Kane et al., 2005), and that PRC lesions affect conceptual fluency 

(Wang et al., 2010; Bowles et al., 2007; Davies et al., 2004). Thus, although the current 

study does not distinguish between conceptual and perceptual fluency, it is likely that 

conceptual fluency contributed more to our observed effects, particularly given our use of 

trivia statements. Future work assessing the neural correlates of illusory truth should 

manipulate conceptual and perceptual (rather than repetition) fluency to confirm the role of 

PRC in conceptual fluency. Additionally, although it is unlikely that explicit recollection 

differentially biased the perceived truth of repeated unknown statements—given that illusory 

truth can be elicited without repetition (e.g., Parks & Toth, 2006; McGlone & Tofighbakhsh, 

2000; Reber & Schwarz, 1999) and given that repeated statements were encoded twice and 

homogenously recognizable2 (thus, it is unlikely that some repeated sentences were 

perceived as more true than others because of explicit memory)—assessing the neural 

correlates of illusory truth by manipulating perceptual and conceptual fluency will also rule 

out the influence of explicit memory in our illusory truth effect.

More broadly, future work should seek to replicate our finding to shed light on the 

directionality of fluency-related PRC effects. As mentioned above, we observed an 

interaction between repetition and perceived truth, whereas most previous studies of fluency 

or implicit memory simply report an effect of repetition suppression. We expect that other 

effects influenced by fluency, such as the mere exposure effect for unfamiliar (as opposed to 

familiar) stimuli, would yield similar interactions between repetition and behavior in PRC, 

with increasing activity for repeated (i.e., fluent) trials as a function of increasing ratings of 

likability (or frequency or fame). Although our pattern of results could be explained by the 

unfamiliar nature of our stimuli, other factors may also play a role. For example, truth 

ratings were unrelated to episodic memory, unlike most studies of recognition confidence, 

and constituted a novel decision not performed during the initial encoding, unlike most 

studies of repetition priming. Unfortunately, as discussed above, the ceiling performance in 

our episodic memory task prevented us from assessing activity changes as a function of 

recognition confidence. Thus, future studies should seek to investigate the role of the task 

2Recognition memory was near ceiling in the episodic recognition task. The mean hit rates for repeated unknown statements were 
90% (SEM = 2%) and 79% (SEM = 3%) when restricted to high-confidence old responses (M memory confidence = 5.43 out of 6, 
SEM = 0.10), whereas the false alarm rates were 10% (SEM = 2%) and 2% (SEM = 1%) when restricted to high-confidence new 
responses (M memory confidence = 1.64 out of 6, SEM = 0.13).
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performed on repeated stimuli. Such manipulations, as well as those examining fluency with 

and without repetition, will illuminate circumstances under which patterns of PRC activity 

(i.e., enhancement or suppression) may differ during fluent processing (Segaert, Weber, de 

Lange, Petersson, & Hagoort, 2013).

To summarize, the current study provides evidence for the role of PRC in illusory truth. We 

observed increasing PRC activity as a function of perceived truth of repeated (i.e., fluent) 

statements, in conjunction with decreasing PRC activity as a function of perceived truth of 

new statements. We propose that these different effects may reflect the sensitivity of PRC to 

both mnemonic and nonmnemonic forms of fluency. Our results offer important evidence for 

a common mechanism that can account for multiple types of fluency-based decisions 

(Unkelbach & Greifeneder, 2013; Alter & Oppenheimer, 2009) and have significant 

implications for understanding the process by which repeated information, even if false or 

suspect in nature, can seamlessly become integrated into our knowledge base.
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Figure 1. 
Brain regions exhibiting an interaction between perceived truth and repetition. (A) The only 

region to exhibit a significant perceived truth by repetition interaction was the left perirhinal 

cortex. (B) Repeated statements exhibited in increasing activity as a function of perceived 

truth, whereas the opposite pattern occurred for new statements. Error bars reflect SEM.
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Figure 2. 
An analysis of trial-by-trial activity in this PRC cluster yielded converging results; activity 

for repeated statements positively predicted perceived truth, activity for new statements 

negatively predicted perceived truth, and activity for repeated and new statements collapsed 

neither positively nor negatively predicted perceived truth. Error bars reflect SEM.
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